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The Road Home
Hard to believe, but we only have 5 games left! Our run home is: RSMU, BBH, Saints, BSR and Blyth
Snowtown.
th
The A grade is sitting 5 , 1 game behind Saints now. North and Saints both play the same teams in the last
round. If previous results for us are repeated, we then need to beat Saints when we play them to draw level
on amount of games won. If Saints cause an upset somewhere, the final four finish may come down to our
last game and percentage against Blyth Snowtown. Our future is in our hands, and if we are good enough,
we will make it!
th
The A1’s are sitting 6 out of 7 teams. Mathematically they can make the finals, but they come up against
the unbeaten cats, and third placed RSMU. While they could beat RSMU, the games to watch will be BBH and
Saints (as BSR do not have an A1 team, they get a ‘bye’ week). So, we may end up with 4 or 5 wins for the
season – which is a lot better than last year!

THIS WEEK, 26/7/14 Vs RSMU at Riverton (AWAY – WHITE Shorts)
SATURDAY PRESENTATIONS: BENTLEYS HOTEL

NORTH CLARE
SHUFFLE NIGHT

Saturday 2 August,
Upstairs

We want everyone to nominate a song which will cost
$5, all the songs will be put into a playlist. On the night
the playlist will be put on shuffle and who nominated
the song that is playing at 10pm will win the jackpot! So
type your song onto the NC Football and netball
Facebook page and pay your money to Loi Zanette or
Jake Panaho!

TALLY 2014
A1 Netty: 2/9 Wins –20ish%
A Footy: 4/11 Wins – 35ish%

Like us on Face Book
North Clare Football & Netball Club

Any stories to share:
yarns18@hotmail.com
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www.northclarefc.com.au

Results 19/7/2014 vs. Min Man

A Grade Leading Goal Kicker

A Grade
North Clare
2.2
4.3
6.5
8.7
(55)
Min Man
3.2
8.3
13.8 15.10 (100)
Goals: Prokopec 4; Buckley, Pratt, Hocking, Cumming 1
Best: Cumming, S Panoho, J Brown, Bannon, Rodger, Prokopec
B Grade
North Clare
3.0
6.3
8.6
9.6
(60)
Min Man
3.0
4.2
7.3
9.5
(59)
Goals: Pudney, S Jamieson 3; Redden, B Jamieson, Hollit 1
Best: Redden, Jennings, S Jamieson, Siv, B Jamieson, Pudney
Senior Colts
North Clare
5.5
10.8 14.11 17.12 (114)
Min Man
0.0
2.0
3.2
3.6
(24)
Goals: Wanganeen, Nickolai 3; B Earle, Stephenson 2; Gill,
Weetra, Helbig, Hocking, O’Sullivan, J Earle, Wiblin 1.
Best: Laidlaw, Jaeschke, Noble, B Earle, Wanganeen, Tizio

B Grade Leading Goal Kicker

Junior Colts
North Clare
2.2
4.3
5.7
8.10 (58)
Min Man
1.1
2.3
3.4
5.5
(35)
Goals: Pretlove 3; J Earle 2; T Francis, Armfield, Hams 1.
Best: Baum, Schumacher, Barrington – Meaney, Helbig, K
MacDonald, J Earle

Under 17 Leading Goal Kicker

Under 14 Leading Goal Kicker
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RESULTS – Saturday 19th July vs Min Man
It was back on the road Saturday as we headed over to Manoora. The J5s had a lot of up and down the court for not much
reward with a low scoring match but the spectators cheered them on enthusiastically all the same! The J3s continued their
strong form getting well up with some great netball. Mollie Edmondson getting the incentive in this game but there were
many high standard performances. The J4s were keen as usual and continue to improve under their young coaches while
the J2s were once again helped out by the J3s to a good win 37-12 with Phoebe Helbig shooting well (incentive) and all
girls trying to follow the coaches instructions with mixed results! School holidays took their toll on the J1s who fought hard
but finished up going down by three with Paige Klingner getting the incentive. The 15U girls continued their winning form
53-18 with a return of their travelling players with Georgia May getting the incentive for some very accurate shooting. The
C2s came up against the top team but showed how much they have improved only going down by 7 with an unfortunate
injury to Ash in the dying seconds of the game. Hope you are back on the court soon Ash. The C1s were missing a few
defences so Coach Jodie popped on the GD bib once again proving her versatility and willingness to lead by example to get
the incentive and the points 50-28. I remember playing against Jodie many years ago and in those days it was a GA bib that
she wore so I am waiting to see where she will end up next week!
The B2s also played the top side and went down 48-32 while the B1s kept up their winning form to win 52-39 with Jude Pink
getting the incentive while Sam got the kids, maybe there is a link here Jude? The A2s got back in the winning circle with
some strong performances from Shaylee Scott (incentive) among many others. The A1s got off to a slow start and a slow
finish but in between played some competitive netball with Chelsea being very consistent to get the incentive.
In my travels through the cupboards I have found a few spare current warm up tops if anyone is interested in purchasing
one at a reduced price of $20 as we are hoping to have new ones next year.
There is 1 x size 12 (this is the size that Kristen wears)
2 x size 14
6 x size 16 (this is what size mine is)
4 size 18
If you are interested let me know.
Thank you to everyone who gave me their opinion on the game times, from the information received we will be voting in
favour of the changes on Tuesday night at the NENA meeting and I will let you know the final outcome.

Netball Trip 2014
Where are we going?
When are we going?
Are a few of you able to volunteer
to Organise this this year before it
gets too late?

Congratulations to Sam and
David Booker on their impending
new arrival!
I’m sure Sam will still be there to cheer or her
C2’s in their march to the finals!
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Papped on Saturday
B1 Bombers

Suckers - Usually you get away with no photos –
But when Yana’s sick, out comes the camera!!
HA-HA

Currently sitting on top of the ladder, 2 games clear of Min Man, RSMU and Blyth Snowtown- We beat the second placed
Min man on Saturday by 13. Coached by Step Coles, here are some happy snaps of the girls in Action
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Thanks Umpires!
I’m probably not the best person to say this, but I’d like to thanks the numerous volunteers who
umpire netball and football each week. Especially the ladies and gents who do it throughout the
entire season! Our games can’t be played without you, and even though you cop a bit of flack, you
still do it!

THANK YOU
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On the Social side…

N ideas

C Ideas



Rafael Nadal



Nemo



Nancy Drew





Nanna

Nicole
Kidman



Nanny



Napoleon Bonaparte



Naval officer





Neanderthal



Billy Ray Cyrus



Cherub



Calendar girl



Chewbacca



Camel



Chick magnet



Can can dancer



Chimpanzee



Candle



Chinese



Cannibal



Chipmunk



Christmas



Nurse

Ned Kelly



Nikki Webster



Captain Cook



Queen Nerfetitti



Nerd



Captain Jack Sparrow



Neil Armstrong



Captain Kirk



Colin Cook



Nick Jones



Captain Planet



Chelsea



Carmen Miranda



Nelly Melba



Nelly the Elephant



Nelson (Simpsons)



Cat



St Nicholas



Caterpillar



Ninja



Catwoman



Nelson Mandela



Centipede



Nero



Centrefold



Loch Ness Monster



Centurion



Neuro surgeon



Charlie Chaplin



Neurotic



Chef



Nimrod



Cherub



Seven of Nine



Chewbacca



St Nicholas



Chick magnet



Nick Pearce

tree

Panoho


Craig
Jaeschke
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Laugh out Loud
James Brown, HIT ME!
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